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they will be surprised by looking at your eyes

what kind of person are you ?

have you seen a baby ?

all the grown ups are jealous when they look at the face of a child

he is just giggling…hahahaha

and even the presidents and the prime ministers 

and the powerful people look at that little child with envy…

be a mystic and you will understand...everything is possible

 question     is your state of being a peaceful state of your soul

or it assumes the point of balance inside you ? 

is it a state of peacefulness or is it a state of balance ?

nothing is permanent

there is no perfect balance forever

perfect balance forever means death

life is movement

yes and no…good and bad…

this movement is constant

the whole world is a lesson in movement

nothing is constant in me

i have to find it every moment

i have to attain to that state every moment

that is why i am alive

deepening the balance moment to moment…moment to moment…

there is a certain point where the balance always remains 

as an undercurrent

you can easily understand…a deepening of balance

but each time you deepen to a new state

a new sky opens

and again you have to find balance

they cannot drown your silence

you can drown their noise ! easy !!

silence is so powerful

it is so magnetic

that all the noise will look foolish in front of it

wherever i go…i am not defeated by the noise

they are defeated by my silence

look the other way round

when you come back to the city express that joy

feel the silence in your actions…

move gracefully…

go to your office and work gracefully…

bring your meditative presence into your actions

and all the people will ask you what happened to you

you just remain silent

your silence can trigger people

you have to be around me for a little while

and you will understand

i will show you how to be in the middle of the market

carrying something magnetically silent and strong within you

that is the difference

and it is not a great difference 

just how to transform your silence into action

how to move meditatively

and the greater the contrast the easier for you

when you see many mad people around you

if you are sane…your sanity will show more

you see what i am saying ?

change the emphasis

do not be afraid of the world

let the world be afraid of you !

the world is so unloving…so greedy…so filled with anguish

you simply look at them innocently
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